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1 Management Summary 

This document presents a coherent, homogenous and detailed policy lifecycle model 

and the related ICT support features. An innovative approach has been developed to 

link the enhanced policy lifecycle model with the technical features of the FUPOL 

system.  

In order to elaborate the conceptual and technical integration of the FUPOL 

components the standard policy lifecycle model of Ann Macintosh has been further 

detailed at the beginning. This was required, because only the detailed breakdown 

into subtasks allows a further analysis of the technologies to support a certain task.  

The technical integration is also outlined to show that indeed FUPOL is a fully 

integrated system to support the whole policy lifecycle. The technical integration 

means:  

a) The architecture to link the various FUPOL components, namely core platform, 

visualization, simulation, hot topic sensing and summarization and community 

feedback platform.  

b) the data integration referring to the data exchange between the components  

c) the integration from a user´s point of view (GUI, single-sign-on..)  

 

The business value of each FUPOL feature has been analysed to show the value 

added of the FUPOL approach.   

The implementation is also addressed by showing the interdependencies between 

the features and different work packages, an integrated project plan, showing the 

timeline of the feature implementation and the pilot city usage of the feature.  

Overall the conceptual and technical integration outlined in this document combined 

with the flexible architecture of the FUPOL framework are considered a major 

scientific advance.    

Currently FUPOL is the only project on the market, which provides such a 

comprehensive solution.  
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2 Document Guideline  

2.1 Purpose of the Document 

The objective of this document is to explain the conceptual and technical integration 

of the FUPOL components. It includes an integrated vision of the final outcome of 

FUPOL. It goes far beyond describing the technical integration only, which means  

a) provide an advanced policy lifecycle ( “FUPOL storyline”)  - a description how 

the different components and features of FUPOL system are integrated in the 

policy design process  

b) outline the value added of each feature for users compared to current 

approaches  

c) link the features to training material and Podcasts planned in WP8 to ensure 

all of them are covered and their business value is properly explained  

d) provide an overview of the technical integration 

e) provide an overview, which features are used in the pilot cities  

f) outlining the interdependencies between the features and work packages to 

achieve the overall project vision  

g) provide an integrated project plan how the overall project vision is 

implemented during the lifetime of the project  

2.2 Target group 

The project internal target groups are all partners. A simplified version will be 

produced for other external user groups.  

2.3 Relation to other documents  

This document outlines the essential parts of the integration and links the concepts 

together. Further details are provided in the following documents:  
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Chapter  Additional detailed Information in other deliverables 

Chapter 3.2 Technical 

Integration  

D2.5 FUPOL cognitive and causal models advanced  

D3.2 Preliminary Software design description prototype 

D3.4 FUPOL Intermediate version  

D4.2 FUPOL Simulator Software Interfaces Specification 

D5.2 Visualization Software Design Description 

D6.1 FUPOL Analytics Software design 

 

Chapter 4  FUPOL 

enhanced policy lifecycle  

D2.1 and D2.4 Policy Guidelines  

Chapter 5 FUPOL features  D3.1 Requirement specification and use cases 

D3.4 FUPOL Intermediate version  

D4.3 Intermediate Release FUPOL Simulator Software 

prototype 

D5.2 Deliverable 5.2 – Visualization Software Design 

Description 

D6.2 Intermediate FUPOL Analytics Software prototype 

Chapter 9 Pilot city usage D7.3 Demonstrator planning document intermediate 

 

2.4 Structure of the Document 

Chapter 3 explains the conceptual and technical integration  

Chapter 4 describes the enhanced FUPOL Policy Lifecycle Process 

Chapter 5 describes the FUPOL features from a user´s perspective   

Chapter 6 links the FUPOL features in chapter 5 to the policy process described in  

              chapter 4. 

Chapter 7 shows the interdependencies between WP  

Chapter 8 contains an integrated project plan with the feature as the central item.   

Chapter 9 maps the various features of the “storyline” to the pilot cities  
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3 Methodology  

3.1 Conceptual Integration   

The FUPOL Policy lifecycle is based on the policy life cycle model of Prof. Ann 

Macintosh. (MacIntosh, 2002), (MacIntosh,  2004)  

 

Figure 1 Policy Lifecycle Model  (Ann Macintosh)  

Each of the stages is described below.  

1. Agenda setting: establishing the need for a policy or a change in policy 

and defining what the problem to be addressed is.  

2. Analysis: defining the challenges and opportunities associated with an 

agenda item more clearly in order to produce a draft policy document.  

3. Creating the policy: ensuring a good workable policy document. This 

involves a variety of mechanisms which can include: formal 

consultation, risk analysis, undertaking pilot studies, and designing the 

implementation plan.  

4. Implementing the policy: this can involve the development of 

legislation, regulation, guidance, and a delivery plan.  

5. Monitoring the policy: this can involve evaluation and review of the 

policy in action, research evidence and views of users. Afterwards there 

is the possibility to loop back to stage one 

This model has been enhanced in FUPOL with three components:  

1. A detailed description of the subtasks in each stage  
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2. A Subtask - technology assignment: This refers to the business process and 

the usage of certain technologies in each step.  

3. The added value created by using the technology  

3.1.1 FUPOL Advanced Policy Process  

The “FUPOL story” links the policy design and implementation process to the FUPOL 

features, the value added they offer and training material. It covers all the 

technological features developed in the FUPOL project, it may also include other 

technologies and components 

 

Figure 2 Conceptual Integration 

The picture shows the alignment of the several layers. 

 
Each step in the policy lifecycle process has several subtasks  

 

For each step in the policy design process one or more technologies (FUPOL 

features) support a specific step in the process.  

 

Each FUPOL feature has a business value for a certain stakeholder group 

(this is equivalent to the business case documentation in PRINCE 2). 

 

Dedicated training material (presentations and podcasts) related to the 

usage of a feature in a certain step of the policy design process.  
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The FUPOL core platform has introduced a flexible “campaign” approach. A campaign 

is an important container domain object in FUPOL that is used to group all activities 

and their associated data that are related to a policy lifecycle sub task. It means that 

it is up to the user to select certain technologies for a certain subtask or not. (It 

could as well be done manually).  

The campaign object is central to FUPOL. It is created upon request from a decision 

maker by the facilitator.  Additionally the facilitator selects the data and knowledge 

that will be used within the campaign by importing it from the data/knowledge base. 

As the facilitator works with the campaign additional data or graphics can be added 

or generated by the FUPOL tools. Finally the facilitator will decide to finish the 

campaign by providing a summary report covering the results of the campaign. 

Additionally he might want to export campaign data into the data base in order to be 

able to use it in future campaigns. 

3.1.2 Technology Assignment and FUPOL Features  

This refers to the various features provided by the FUPOL tool and implemented by 

the different work packages.  

 Data Integration and Storage  

 Unified Integrated User Interface  

 Policy Indicator Dashboard  

 Social Network Aggregation and Single Window Display  

 Hot Topic Sensing & Topic Summarization  

 Community Feedback Platform  

 Visualization of Statistical data  

 Visual Social Data Analysis  

 Knowledge Database and Visualization  

 Outgoing Multichannel Social Media Single Window Messaging 

 Opinion Maps 

 Simulation and Impact Visualization  

 Visual Fuzzy Cognitive Maps 
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3.1.3 Business Value by Stakeholder Group 

It is essential to describe and substantiate the business value of a certain feature for 

each stakeholder group.  

This refers to the one or more of the criteria below value adding value compared to 

the traditional approach such as:  

 Greater empowerment of citizens, businesses, communities  

 Cost reduction, resource rationalisation 

 Greater productivity and efficiency 

 Better recognition of citizen needs  

 Time savings and more convenience 

 Simplified procedures 

 Increased security 

 Less bureaucracy and administration 

 More transparency, accountability, etc. 

 Better forecast of policy impacts  

3.1.4 Training Material / Podcasts  

In order to support the pilot implementation(s) and the long term sustainability 

training material and podcasts will be produced covering the policy design process, 

e-participation and the FUPOL approach in general as well as each feature. 

They will explain in an integrated way:  

a) The theoretical background, if applicable  

b) The phase of the policy design the feature belongs to  

c) The FUPOL feature itself  

d) Stakeholder benefits (including short statements of real users)  
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3.2 Technical Integration   

The technical integration of FUPOL components, refers to the exchange of data and 

transactions between the different FUPOL components and the integration as 

perceived by the user (GUI, look and feel, User access, single sign-on etc.)  

3.2.1 Integration Architecture  

The integration architecture is based on a service oriented architecture using an 

enterprise service bus (ESB) as the communication backbone. Note that most 

connections between the modules will be (logically) point-to-point, but technically all 

communication is routed through the ESB. This architecture allows the exchange of 

data and transactions between the different FUPOL components. 

 

Figure 3 Architecture Level 1 
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Figure 4 Architecture Level 2 
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The SOA architecture has some key principles that allow for business agility and 

scale. The key focus is to decouple systems from each other while allowing them to 

communicate in a consistent and manageable way. 

 The "bus" concept decouples applications from each other. This is usually 

achieved using a messaging server like MULE or AMQP. 

 The data that travels on the bus is represented in a canonical format and is 

almost always some XML dialect. 

 There is an "adapter" between the application and the bus that marshals data 

between the two parties. 

 The adapter is responsible for talking to the backend application and for 

transforming data from the application format to the bus format. The adapter 

can also perform a host of other activities such as message routing 

transaction management, security, monitoring, error handling, etc. 

 ESBs are generally stateless; the state is embedded in the messages passing 

through the bus. 

The canonical message format and the API functions are the contract between the 

FUPOL systems. The canonical format means that there is one consistent message 

format traveling on the bus and that all application on the bus can communicate with 

each other. Whenever possible we try to stick to existing protocols/encodings 

(WFS/WMS, SDMX, RDF/SparQL,...) based on web services. 

 More information see deliverable D3.2 “Preliminary Software design 

description prototype” chapter 5 Building Block View 

3.2.1.1 FUPOL Social Media Ontology  

One of the most important data sources is social media data. FUPOL uses social 

media to observe and detect eCitizens' demand, opinions and feedback. Being at the 

heart of eParticipation, this data will be used in various FUPOL modules: 

 the FUPOL Core Platform collects data from various social media sources 

 the text analysis module analysis the collected data for analysis and provide 

summaries, topics etc. 
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 SemaVis will visualize social media data, analysis results derived from that 

data (i.e. facetted views on the social media data, temporal aspects, topics, 

spatial distributions, ...) 

As social media data is of big importance in the FUPOL policy lifecycle model we 

defined a FUPOL Social Media Ontology that is based on FOAF (friend-of-a-friend), 

SIOC (semantically interlinked online communities) and DC (Dublin core), along with 

some FUPOL-specific extensions. 

The idea behind this ontology is that in order to use the same tools and algorithms 

(analysis, visualization, idea management) for data originating from various sources 

a 'least common denominator' regarding the data's structure has to be found. The 

ontology addresses this requirement, although not all concepts are a perfect fit for all 

social media (i.e. Twitter's forum concept is quite weak). 

 Detailed information about the social media ontology and the current  specific 

implementation of various social media see deliverable D3.4 “FUPOL 

Intermediate version”  chapter 4.3 FUPOL Social Media Ontology and RDF 

Data Storage 

3.2.1.2 Scalability of RDF based storage  

Scalability of the RDF store is an issue, as we expect to handle large volumes of RDF 

triples. Experience during the last months has shown that JENA's SDB (relational 

database) triple store doesn't scale well in size and TDB (file based)  triple store is 

tied to a single server node. Thus we're currently looking for a new (non-commercial) 

RDF store, based on clustered protocols (i.e. Hadoop). 

3.2.1.3 Cloud Computing 

Cloud computing in FUPOL is required for all aspects where horizontal scalability is 

relevant. This is especially the case with storing social media data as RDF triples 

using our ontology. The rest of the system (FUPOL Core Platform, analysis, 

visualization) won't profit from cloud computing as we neither expect large numbers 

of concurrent users, nor large quantities of data. Even our open big data approach, 

which is based on on-the-fly loading of remote data sources in SemaVis won't need 

cloud computing. 
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On the other hand developing a cloud-based RDF triple store is far from being trivial, 

so we intend to reuse existing work (i.e. HStore). 

Currently there are no intentions to use cloud computing with simulations, but this 

might change depending on the first results. 

3.2.2 Technical integration of visualization components 

3.2.2.1 Integration of SemaVis  

All the visual and visualization components use the canonical format for the 

interconnection of technologies, algorithms, data and further information, e.g. user 

interactions or models. The visualization components use a similar interconnection 

between their own techniques to support e.g. enhanced brushing and linking of 

various and heterogeneous data and visualizations. The alignments of these 

techniques are integrated into the “FUPOL SemaVis”, an enhanced version of the 

SemaVis Technology. To provide a consistent and integrated FUPOL technology, 

SemaVis is also connected to the FUPOL-Enterprise Service Bus (FUPOL-ESB). All 

requests and connections to technologies are focused on a “single-point-of-contact”, 

the FUPOL Core Platform. In case of a visual processing of data from other FUPOL 

technologies, the FUPOL Core Platform organizes the needed data and provides to 

the visualizations. The technical challenge of getting one integrated technology out 

of the heterogeneous techniques in FUPOL is supported by the visualization through 

the direct access and interfacing to the FUPOL Core Platform, no other interfacing is 

needed. To support the visualizations of multiple data types, e.g. statistics, semantics 

and social media data, for each of these data types a concrete standardized data 

sharing format is used. Among others the visual representation and processing of 

SDMX for statistical data and SPARQL/XML for semantics and social media data is 

implemented. Further enhancing technologies, e.g. user adaption, where other data 

formats are needed will be processed in the same way, using a single point of 

contact to provide an integrated and fully reusable technology. 

The SemaVis-Framework is a web-based technology that runs as web-client with the 

Flash technology. For the exchange and sharing of data between the FUPOL Core 

Platform, which stores also self-generated content, and the visualization various data 
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formats were be defined. The figure below provides an overview of the SEMAVIS 

interface specification.  

 

 

Figure 5 Integration and connection of SemaVis with the included process visualization model into 
the FUPOL Core Platform 

The general data sharing for the visualization will be done through the FUPOL Core 

Platform who is Postgre DB holder. It organizes all available data-sources. Every 

technical system from the FUPOL partners is connected to the FUPOL Core Platform 

on FUPOL-ESB (see Figure). The SemaVis is requesting required data for the 

visualization from the FUPOL Core Platform. Additionally, the SemaVis can also be 

influenced with external commands e.g. to show specific data-sets. The response 

data will then be visualized within the visualizations of SemaVis. The user has the 

ability to analyze the data and, if necessary, to initiate another request for further 

data from the Core Platform. 

3.2.2.2 Visualization of Statistical Data 

To request and access the data in a more sufficient way, SDMX1 is defined as 

exchange format. It allows a dynamic request for required indicators etc. on the one 

hand, and an extensive explanation about the data (metadata) on the other hand. 

This allows also an advanced access between different types of data, especially to 

allow a linking between the statics data to the semantics data.  The figure explains 

the SDMX reader interface.  

                                        

1 Information about the SDMX specification on official website: http://sdmx.org/ 
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Figure 6 Visualization and Access to SDMX Data  

 

The SemaVis includes SDMX-Reader to access (SDMX based) statics data from 

external sources. Through the integration of various statistic visualizations, the users 

will have facilitated view on the data from different perspectives. 

The SDMX information will be requested and transformed for the visualization within 

the SDMX Reader of the SemaVis framework.  

The main format is an XML-based format named SDMX-ML. It consists of two parts. 

The first one contains meta-information about the data structure (e.g. used code 

lists, information about the concepts, and the data structures).  

 Detailed description see deliverable D5.2 “Visualization Software Design 

Description” chapter 6.2 conceptual model and chapter 7 Single Architecture 

Design.  

3.2.3 Technical integration of simulation components 

The simulator(s) are treated in a special way, as we need to address extensibility 

here to higher degree than with the other modules.  

 There’s no universal simulator ('SimCity-approach') available that would 

address all policy domains. Consequently each pilot city will need more than 
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one simulator (economic simulator, noise pollution simulator, traffic simulator, 

etc. ...) to cover all the policy domains.  

 It is not feasible to develop all these simulators for all the cities (including the 

required simulation models) during the FUPOL project. Thus there is a need to 

integrate off-the-shelf simulator products into the FUPOL framework or at 

least provide support for doing so later. These simulators will provide their 

own GUI and will be implemented on various (currently unknown) technical 

platforms. The reason is that there is a huge variety of simulation concepts, 

methods and software packages most of them specialized for a certain policy 

domain (e.g. traffic simulation, economic simulation, land use cover change, 

air pollution, water pollution, etc…)  

 Still, all these simulators must operate with the same underlying data 

(geographical data, statistical data, user data, ...) and feed FUPOL with 

simulation results that conform to some standards. 

Therefore we took the architectural decision to emphasize extensibility over 

integration for all simulation concerns. The technical concept that results from that 

decision is the FUPOL Simulator API that will expose FUPOL Core Platform 

functionality to the simulators. (the FUPOL Simulator and other simulators)  

The integration includes:  

 fetching/storing geographical data (maps, ...) 

 fetching/storing statistical data (i.e. Eurostat data, ...) 

 fetching/storing configuration data (model parameters, user preferences, ...) 

 user management (authentication, authorization, role management, ...) 

So seen by the user the simulator(s) will be stand-alone applications, tailored to 

support a specific policy domain, but operating on the same campaign data. They'll 

use the same account (login, password) for the simulators and for FUPOL, will be 

administered directly in FUPOL and be able to visualize and process simulation 

results with the same tools as the other modules. The good thing about this is that 

each city can add simulators later and follow the local demand, as well as the 

scientific or technical progress in the complex field of simulation. 

Parts of the simulator API have already been implemented and the current FUPOL 

simulator is already technically linked to the FUPOL Core Platform. 
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The figure below shows how the FUPOL simulator is embedded in the overall 

architecture 

 

 

 

Figure 7 FUPOL Simulator and ESB 

The FUPOL Simulator (see figure above) is composed of several and different 

policy domain use cases. Each policy domain use case represents a specific policy 

domain use case model. Each policy domain use case model contains the simulation 

model itself and a Web service with its “published” functions – functions to be used 

in the domain use case GUI. Web service accepts SOAP requests over HTTP. Each 

policy domain use case Web service describes its functions using Web Services 

Description Language (WSDL).  

PostgreSQL (PostGIS) DB is used to store different data, which can be useful to 

other modeling tools or FUPOL software services.  

The domain use case GUI block represents different user interfaces for each domain 

use case model. This means the FUPOL Simulator user has a particular domain use 

case GUI tailored for the specified domain use case model parameters and view 

modeling results. Domain use case GUI is built for each domain use case model 

separately, meaning – each GUI is build based on particular domain use case nature 
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and FUPOL Simulator users’ expectations on this particular domain use case model 

usage. Each GUI is also a SOAP client and it makes SOAP requests to particular 

domain use case Web service. Domain use case GUI is made with HTML and 

JavaScript, but SOAP client is made with Java Servlet technologies which are 

implemented into FUPOL Core platform. Simulation Initialization and Control (GUI) 

and its communication with domain use case Web service will be described in more 

detail in the following chapters. 

Geoserver is used as output/input data source in many policy domain use case 

models. Maps (or more specific map layers) that are changed during the modeling 

process are also stored on Geoserver. For example in the LUCC domain use case 

model Geoserver stores CORINE maps as the main initial data, as well as new map 

layers generated during modeling session.   

 

 Detailed description see deliverable D4.2 “FUPOL Simulator Software 

Interfaces Specification” chapter 6 the Preliminary Description of FUPOL 

Simulator Interfaces 

3.2.4 Technical integration of Hot Topic Sensing and Topic Summarization  

The content analysis module(s) are also be integrated over the enterprise service 

bus. Part of this (topic extraction from social media content) has already been 

implemented. 

The underlying topic models are client specific, as the relevant topics must address a 

city's specific needs. More precisely, the topic extraction engine generates clusters of 

semantically similar documents. If available, predefined ontologies are matched to 

the discovered topics; otherwise a default name is given to every topic by identifying 

the most frequent terms in the cluster. They are the 'vocabulary' that describes what 

is relevant in a city and be represented as a graph of interrelated topic nodes. 

Usually every pilot city will have a default model that has been trained using a large 

corpus of political (debate) text. This text corpus will be crawled using the FUPOL 

Core Platform and originate from local sources (i.e. local newspapers, political 

forums, ...). 

Each campaign will get a local copy of the city's default model. 
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The topic is a central concept to describe semantic (social media data). By default 

topics will be extracted from social media content. These topics are formed from sets 

of words that describe the topic and supported by automatically extracted summaries 

(sentences that best match a topic). In order to support topic management the user 

will be able to label (name) topics manually. 

FUPOL is using an ontology for storing social media content that is based on the 

following de-facto standards:  

 FOAF (Friend Of A Friend) for personal data, such as name, age, list of 

contacts, etc.; 

 SIOC (Semantically Interlinked Online Communities) for content and its 

relations (documents categories, author, date of creation, etc.); 

 DC (Dublin Core) for meta-information; 

 FUPOL extensions for expressing additional information. 

The following class diagram provides an overview: 

 

Figure 8 Social Media Ontology and Class Diagram 
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The classes Topic, Event and Location are particularly interesting: 

 a Topic represents what is being talked about. Topics will be described using: 

o keywords (generated from content)  

o phrases (summaries)  

o labels (set manually). 

Note that topics are self-referential and thus can be used to describe topic-

hierarchies (i.e. to decompose topics into sub-topics). 

 an Event represents an observable occurrence of something that is talked 

about. This concept is about the point in time (or its duration) of that 

occurrence. The temporal aspect is not exact. Note that we try to model that 

there's some temporal relationship between posts and topics. Events can 

group posts (that concern the same event) or topics (that are relevant to 

some event). Examples for events are "London Olympics" or "Elections in 

Italy". 

 a Location represents a geographical location that a posts relate to. Often 

posts are related to some place, i.e. the post's authors talk about a specific 

location. Again, the exact location is often not relevant and it's more about 

correlating posts to a place. Research by Xerox has shown that - depending 

on the type of content - it's often possible to correlate social media content by 

this location. Note that this data is not representing the place where the 

author sent the post from (i.e. the GPS coordinates that Twitter provides 

when using a smartphone for tweeting) but instead a more semantic view of 

the content. Locations can group posts or topics. Examples for locations are 

"Eiffel Tower" and "Gold beach". 

 

 Detailed information about the social media ontology and the current  specific 

implementation of various social media see deliverable D3.4 “FUPOL 

Intermediate version”  chapter 4.3 FUPOL Social Media Ontology and RDF 

Data Storage  

 Detailed information about the interface see D6.2 “Intermediate Fupol Analytic 

Software Prototype”  
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3.2.5 Community Feedback Platform  

The community feedback platform and the idea management system both support 

the extraction of 'best ideas', following the crowd-sourcing approach. 

Again, these tools are fully integrated in the FUPOL system: 

 to collect ideas existing social media are used. Blogs have shown that they're 

very capable to express political ideas, as they are easy to access (in fact they 

are public, indexed, eCitizens can use their existing accounts etc.), they 

support rich content (images, multimedia, ...) and finally they're well-accepted 

by the community. In most cases the communicator or the facilitator will 

create a new blog post describing the political issue and enable the eCitizens 

to provide their ideas by posting replies to that blog post. There are even 

other sources of information available (likes/dislikes, ...) that can be used as 

an input for analysis. Ideas will be stored in the campaign in the same format 

as all other social media content. 

 to assess and manage ideas, an idea management system (IMS) will be used. 

As the IMS will access the ideas using the FUPOL Core Platform and as these 

ideas are stored in the same way as the other social media content it will be 

possible to feed any kind of social media content into the IMS. So it will be 

possible to pull Facebook posts, blog-replies, tweets etc. into idea 

management, providing a fully integrated solution to assess social media 

content and extract ideas that support the policy making lifecycle. 

 

 Detailed information about the interface see D6.2 “Intermediate Fupol Analytic 

Software Prototype”  

3.2.6 Data Integration within the FUPOL Knowledge Database  

The FUPOL Knowledge Database and Visualization, which will be implemented with 

an advanced version of the SEMAVIS framework uses web-sources, which are 

interlinked with formal knowledge descriptions and the knowledge provided within 

FUPOL. This means knowledge generated by FUPOL and web-based sources is 

combined.   
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Figure 9 Knowledge Database 

Note that FUPOL's built-in knowledge base is used for storing best-practises and 

other more or less informal referential data (i.e. maps, images, video, ...) that is not 

constrained by any structure. It is not intended to use the knowledge DB for 

social media data.   

 Detailed description see deliverable D5.2 Visualization Software Design 

Description” chapter 6.2 conceptual model, specifically 6.2.4 Integration and 

Alignment of external data-sources and chapter 7 Single Architecture Design 

3.2.7 GUI Integration – User Interface 

Most parts of the FUPOL GUI will be provided by the FUPOL Core Platform or 

integrated into it. This includes 

 the FUPOL Core Platform's GUI (user management, client management, social 

media management, data management, campaign management, ...) 

 the visualization tools (SEMAVIS) 

 the analysis tools (i.e. for labeling topics; note that the analysis 'algorithms' 

don't need a GUI per se) 

As already mentioned the simulator(s) will provide their own GUI. They'll be 

integrated on data level but not on user interface level (except for account 

management/authorization). 

The same applies to the Community Feedback Platform (CFP) which is a web-based 

application that is integrated into the FUPOL system on data level. 

Regarding the GUI for the eCitizens FUPOL follows a low-key approach: whenever 

the eCitizens are used to an existing platform that can be accessed from outside this 

external platform is linked to FUPOL instead of providing a tailor-made version of it. 

This has several benefits: 
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 low entry barrier for the eCitizen - the site is a commodity 

 no need for another user account 

 potentially more users and more content 

 less effort for the project - accessing the data is cheaper than implementing 

the site 

Those benefits clearly outweigh the cost of this approach: less control over the data. 

The following screenshot was taken from the FUPOL Core Platform's version 0.19 

(end of February, 2013). 

 
Figure 10 FUPOL GUI 

 Detailed description see deliverable D5.2 chapter 5 visual collaboration 

environment, chapter 7 Single Architecture Design and  

 Deliverable D3.4 Intermediate version FUPOL  chapter 4.2.1 client 

management, 4.2.2 account management, 4.2.23 campaign management  

3.2.8 Modeling and Simulation Integration Methodology 

The modelling methodology used to develop the MAS based causal models is 

illustrated in Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.. FCMs, 

CPNs and MAS approaches are combined in order to achieve a certain level of 

transparency by describing the causal models as a set of behaviour rules (they could 

be described in a natural language). CPN and State Space Analysis tools are 

deployed in WP2 for policy domain use cases models design, specification and 

verification only. These tools do not have a direct communication with the FUPOL 

core platform. Following paragraphs explain the different steps illustrated in Fehler! 

erweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.. 

 

 
1 
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A set of preliminary rules are defined using the information and data obtained from 

pilot cities (field work), together with a review of scientific literature and also after 

some face to face meetings between modellers and pilot experts. A CPN model is 

internally implemented to verify these rules by studying the CPN state space 

reachability. 

In order to foster model acceptability by different end-user profiles, the causal 

models will be visualized as a set of rules (see section 5.12.1.1.) in such a way to 

make them easy to understand. 

 

 

A preliminary FCM is also developed to better understand the behaviour of the 

elements in the system (the agents). This FCM is the base of the final one. 

 

 

MAS model based on the verified rules (using CPN) and the FCM is developed, 

academically verified, and transferred to WP4. The format in which the policy use 

case model is specified and transferred is:  

 Agents, Agents Interaction and Time specifications will be specified in Repast 

Symphony with comments in natural language; 

 Flow Model will be specified by means of an Observer agent codified in Repast 

Symphony together with flowcharts comments; 

 System dynamics models (optional) will be specified using algebraic 

differential equations with comments in natural language; 

 Interoperability and data exchange in distributed policy use case model (two-

level) will be described in natural language; 

 Drivers, boundary conditions (exogenous variables) and values, and other 

quantitative parameters will be specified in tables form with comments in 

natural language; 

 Input data sources and links to them must be defined; 

 Other important notes related use case model in natural language. 

2 

  

3 
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The simulation software is developed by WP4 incorporating the GIS data and the 

boundary conditions. Once the final simulation model is validated, several simulations 

are performed and the results are stored in the core platform (WP3) to be visualised. 

 The GIS data play a key role in the quality of the simulation results. If it is 

possible to use a high granularity of the information about the principal 

agents, the results will be better than if just statistical data is used. The 

parameterization of this data depends on the city council. 

 Boundary conditions are exogenous variables that are initially fixed by the city 

council; however, end users can modify them if they consider they are not 

good enough. The results of the simulation can be affected and they can be 

reported to the city council if they are trustable and relevant. 

 

 

The simulation results (generated during the piloting phase) are studied by using a 

data mining approach (to be developed by WP2) and they are used to update the 

FCM relations and weights if needed. The final FCM is uploaded to the core platform 

(WP3), and end users can use it to better understand causal effects inside the 

system modifying some weight if they think that the impact of a concept to another 

one is not reflected with the initial weight. 

End users are allowed to modify some parameters of the MAS model and some 

parameters of the FCM to test other possibilities not reflected in the models and 

considered more adequate than the ones proposed by the city council. If the results 

are trustable and relevant, they can send some feedback in order to notify the city 

council that its propositions are not good enough. 

 

 

4 

5 

6

3 
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The set of rules, the simulation software, GIS data, boundary conditions, the final 

FCM, and simulation results are visualised through the core platform. Particularly, 

end users can use the simulation software and the final FCM to better understand 

decisions or to test some hypothesis or possibilities. They can also consult the set of 

rules used to develop the model, and to consult simulation results already obtained. 

 

 Detailed information see deliverable D2.5 “FUPOL Cognitive and Causal Models 

Advanced version”  chapter 3 Introduction to approaches and technology, 

chapter 4 Methodology  

 Concerning the visualization: see deliverable D5.2 chapter 4.2.2 Visualization 

in the Simulation and Result Analysis Phase  

 Concerning the simulation software integration: D4.2 

FUPOLSimulatorSoftwareInterfacesSpecification chapter 5” Conceptual Model 

of FUPOL Simulator Software Architecture”  
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If (age>60 and dist<=100 and ec>50) then policy_greenPark ++20 

If (30<age<40 and dist<=200 and kids>0) then policy_greenPark  ++20 
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4 FUPOL enhanced Policy Lifecycle Process  

This chapter describes the FUPOL policy lifecycle model. It uses the main phases of 

policy design as proposed by (Ann Macintosh, 2004) and enhances them with two 

more levels - main tasks and subtasks.  

 

Figure 12 FUPOL Policy Lifecycle 
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4.1 Agenda Setting 

4.1.1 Policy Problem identification  

Policy issues can be divided into two categories:  those already on the public policy 

agenda, and those that are not.  If an issue is already on the public-policy agenda, it 

has a sufficiently high profile, and a formal process to elaborate further on it is likely 

to be in place. If an issue is not on the public-policy agenda electronic tools (among 

other channels) can be used to identify them quickly.  

Typically a policy issue will come up appear and remain on the public policy agenda 

when it meets one or more of the following criteria:  

a) Large number of people involved  

b) Impact / Magnitude  

c) Time (it has been an issue over a long period)  

According to Ann Macintosh in the agenda setting the need for a policy or a change 

in policy has to be established. In addition the problem concerned has to be defined. 

This problem may arise as a result in changes in development or in the government. 

The active participation of citizen, civil servants and companies allows them to 

determine possible agenda items. (Ann Macintosh, 2004) 

4.1.1.1 Objective construction  

This refers to identification through analysis of statistical data. Issues are  identified  

through deviation of indicators from predefined thresholds. 

4.1.1.2 Subjective construction  

This refers to the identification of topics from social media.  

4.1.2 Policy problem validation  

In this stage it is checked, whether the problem identified is a real problem and 

should be taken further to an analysis stage.  

Objective Validation through experts: The problem identified in the step subjective 

policy problem identification are checked again by experts, whether they are a real 

problem.  
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Subjective validation: The problem identified in the step objective policy problem 

identification are checked again by a subjective analysis whether they are a real 

problem for the citizens and stakeholders.  

4.2 Analysis 

4.2.1 Identification of challenges and opportunities  

This phase refers to the identification of challenges and opportunities associated with 

an agenda item.  

In the analysis-phase knowledge and evidence has to be collected from a broad 

variety of sources.  

4.2.1.1 Definition of values and goals  

In addition to the Macintosh model the FUPOL policy life cycle proposes the definition 

of values and goals and the development of criteria and indicators how to measure 

the impact in the policy topic in this phase.  

The underlying fundamental assumptions of human behaviour is that: 

 Behavior is purposive 

 Behavior is systematic 

 People use a problem solving approach in dealing with their environment. 

Political actors set goals to meet the assumed needs. Consequently one of the steps 

in a policy analysis models is determination of goals. 

A goal answers the question "What is the policy supposed to do, anyhow?" Note that 

a goal is an end, not a means to an end. Goals are abstract and general, whereas 

objectives are specific and concrete. 

Example: Family Values - Family Leave 

Goal: To strengthen families. 

Objective: To enable mothers/fathers to take six weeks of unpaid leave to care for a 

new born and return to the job with no change in assignment or demotion. 

The statements of goals and objectives must be clear, measurable (quantifiable) and  

concerned with ends, not means. In order to facilitate policy goals they must be 

measured and their influencing factors must be determined from the very beginning. 
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4.2.1.2 Gather evidence and knowledge from a range of sources  

This includes  

a) Research-based knowledge: Scientific knowledge is perceived as highly 

credible and therefore used to underline certain positions in the policy 

process, it has however some shortcomings:  

- It may take too long for the pace of policy design  

- Scope and coverage may be too small  

b) Project and policy implementation knowledge: Knowledge generated during 

the implementation of policy implementation projects and programmes are a 

very valuable source, because of its practical orientation.  

c) Statistics: Statistical information (as it is) plays an important role in the policy 

modelling process, because of its “objective” character. It is also a very 

important input for simulations and forecasts.   

4.2.1.3 Gather initial opinions from stakeholders  

Already at this stage opinions can be collected actively from stakeholders as a 

preparation of the next phase.  

4.2.2 Determine Solution Approaches and Strategies 

4.2.2.1 Develop range of options 

In this phase a range of options including cost/benefit analysis have to be developed 

to support the decision making process. The analysis phase allows the stakeholders 

(citizens, civil servants, companies, etc.) to determine the range of options 

under review. (Ann Macintosh, 2004) 

4.2.2.2 Simulation of options  

This step is not mandatory and means that the impact of the policy is simulated  

Typically policy issues are complex that is why Fuzzy Cognitive Maps are proposed to 

capture all aspects of an issue with related indicators. Social Media can be used to 

collect opinions of stakeholders concerning the goals and objectives.  
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4.2.2.3 Option Analysis  

This includes various characteristics of the options such as impact, costs, efforts, 

risks etc. involved. (Chand, 2011) 

4.3 Policy Formulation & Policy Creation 

4.3.1 Dialogue phase  

This phase aims at establishing a dialogue, reaching a consensus and finally chose 

among the various policy alternatives.  

4.3.1.1 Enable discussion and deliberations with all stakeholders 

This refers to discussions and deliberations through various channels such as  

 Social Media  

 Expert groups meetings  

 Meetings with interest groups  

 Public hearings  

 Town hall meetings  

… etc 

4.3.1.2 Summarization of Results  

Results are summarized and published so they are available to the public.  

4.3.2 Formulation phase  

This phase should ensure the creation of a good policy document based on formal 

consultations, risk analysis and pilot studies. Active participation is limited in this 

phase. (Ann Macintosh, 2004) 

4.3.2.1 Evaluation of options in the current context  

This refers to the evaluation and fine-tuning of the intended policy in the current 

legal, organizational and political context. For example a policy could achieve the 

intended impact, but it would not find a majority in the decision making bodies or it 

violates other laws or fundamental rights.   
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4.3.2.2 Drafting proposals for the ratifications  

One or more alternative fine-tuned policy proposals are drafted for ratification in the 

decision making bodies.  

4.4 Decision Making  

Based on the policy document and fine tuned policy proposals a decision is made by 

the relevant decision making body. This could be for example an assembly of 

representatives, a politician or a decision maker in the civil service.  

The fine-tuned policy proposal takes into account all the information from statistics, 

documents, social media and simulations.  

 The overall benefit of the FUPOL approach and tools will be reaped. The 

decision will be better and have a better acceptance level by the stakeholders  

4.5 Implementation 

4.5.1 Implementation tasks  

Implementation has many facets and therefore cannot be described extensively. It 

includes tasks such as:  

 budgetary measures,  

 public relation actions  

 organizational changes,  

 staffing etc.  

4.5.2 Policy enforcement   

An important aspect is the selection of the policy enforcement instrument. Policies 

can be implemented in a number of ways, means by various policy tools / policy 

instruments.  A policy statement describes what is being sought; the tool or 

instrument is the method by which the desired outcome is pursued. The instruments 

can be classified as follows (G.B. Doern and R.W. Phidd (1983), Michael Howlett 

(1991). 

Private behaviour 

 self-regulation 

 stewardship 
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 voluntary 

 compliance 

Persuasion  

 speeches 

 conferences 

 advisory 

 committees 

Expenditure  

 programs, grants 

 subsidies 

 transfers 

 market-based 

 incentives 

Regulation  

 taxes, tariffs 

 fines 

 imprisonment 

Public Ownership  

 Corporations  

 Mixed  

4.6 Policy Monitoring and Evaluation  

Policy makers, companies and the public want to know what policies work and what 

policies don't. Consequently the aim of the evaluation is to determine whether an 

implemented policy is doing what it is supposed to. Monitoring the policy - and the 

values and goals defined in the analysis phase - enables a determination of positive 

or negative effects for the target group. Monitoring is a long-term process, because 

many programs have long-term effects that will not be known in the short term. 

Formative evaluation.  

Formative evaluation examines the operations of the program, usually for the 

purpose of improving the program and assessing its implementation with operational 

key indicators (e.g. number of people participating, …)  

Summative evaluation  
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Checks whether the policy achieved its intended goals as defined in the analysis 

phase.   

Changes should be suggested in Policy Monitoring and Evaluation phase  

At this point the process can loop back into stage 1 (agenda setting) as the policy 

may be modified on the basis of experience with implementation. (Ann Macintosh, 

2004) 

4.6.1 Permanent Simulation as a forecast  

The simulation can be used to forecast future impact at any time using actual figures 

and as such contribute to the evaluation of the implemented policy.  

4.6.2 Monitoring of key indicators  

Monitoring means to use quantifiable indicators to measure the policy 

implementation progress. It should help stakeholders to verify that targets are being 

met and policy makers to know whether the policy is working. It certainly involves 

the development of methods for effective data--collection and management.   
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5 FUPOL Features  

This chapter describes the FUPOL features and links them to the policy process 

described in chapter 4. Since many of the FUPOL features can be used in more than 

one phase of the policy design phase, they are described first and then linked to 

each phase.  

 

 Detailed information about the defined features and the current 

implementation can be found in the following documents  

 D3.1 Requirement specification and use cases 

 D3.4 FUPOL Intermediate version  

 D4.3 Intermediate Release FUPOL Simulator Software prototype 

 D5.2 Deliverable 5.2 – Visualization Software Design Description 

 D6.2 Intermediate FUPOL Analytics Software prototype 

 

Related Training Material (overview)  

T1: Social Media, Simulation and Urban Politics  

T2: Podcast eParticipation  

T3: Podcast Social Media  
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5.1 Data Integration and Storage  

5.1.1 Description  

One of the most important features of the FUPOL Core Platform is that it provides 

access to a comprehensive set of data. This includes... 

 statistical data from various sources (Eurostat, regional/local data,...) 

 semantic data - mainly from social media 

 geographical data 

 knowledge data 

 operational data (user accounts, user activity data, clients, journals, ...) 

 

All this data will be stored by the FUPOL Core Platform and will be made accessible 

to all tools that might require it (reading and writing). 

The following diagram illustrates the various sources and users of data: 

 

Figure 13 FUPOL Data Integration Model 
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Much to our surprise the integration of data (especially statistical data) from various 

sources (i.e. departments in a municipality) - albeit a rather trivial feature - seems to 

provide much business value to most our pilot cities. 

The FUPOL Core Platform acting as a multi-purpose data store provides the ability to 

store-and-forward data between the modules. As we use the same underlying logical 

structure for all data (i.e. the same ontology for all social media content) data 

exchange between the modules is supported. For example ... 

 the idea management system can be fed with ideas originating from 

Facebook, Twitter, Sina Weibo, Blogs, Emails etc. at the same time - following 

our principle of multi-channel social media communication 

 simulators will be provided statistical data to set their boundary conditions, 

geographical data (i.e. manually imported from local GIS data) and user data, 

generating new geographical data (i.e. a map representing the state of the 

city in 5 years) and statistical data (i.e. the development of the city's CO2 

emissions over the next five years) 

 all data can be dragged into the visualization module and browsed in order to 

get a better understanding of the information behind it 

 statistical data can be exported to Excel, edited and imported again in order to 

use it as input for the next simulation cycle 

 ...and much more 

5.1.2 Business Value  

The central repository integrate data from multiple source systems ensures data 

consistency across all steps of the policy lifecycle. It provides a single common data 

model for all data of interest regardless of the data's source Data generated in one 

policy lifecycle process are used for the next step.  

 

Figure 14 Benefits Data Integration 
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It also supports the improvement of data quality, by providing consistent codes and 

descriptions, flagging or even fixing bad data. 

5.1.3 Related Training Material 

T6: Podcast – FUPOL Technical Architecture 

5.2 Unified Integrated User Interface  

5.2.1 Description  

User interface integration in FUPOIL means that two applications are integrated so 

that a user can carry out an operation that involves two different applications – 

without having to take into account that he or she is actually running two 

applications.  

5.2.2 Business Value  

The FUPOL Unified Integrated User Interface has two major benefits  

a) “Unified Look and Feel”  

b) Single sign on to all applications  

This simplifies the use of the system and improves security through a centralized 

authentication.  

5.2.3 Related Training Material 

T6: FUPOL Podcast - Technical Architecture 

T15: Podcast Video FUPOL user administration  

5.3 Policy Indicator Dashboard  

5.3.1 Description  

The policy indicator dashboard visualizes various indicators and flags them if they are 

below / above thresholds or certain conditions are fulfilled 
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Figure 15 Policy Indicator Dashboard 

The dashboard is intended as a tool for decision makers and advisors to set context 

and perspective when evaluating the current state of policy domains in the city.  

5.3.2 Business Value  

The policy indicator dashboard is an efficient tool to monitor policies on the 

management level.  

5.3.3 Related Training Material 

T8: Podcast Policy Dashboard and its use for policy monitoring  

5.4 Social Network Aggregation and Single Window Display  

5.4.1 Description  

Social network aggregation is the process of collecting content from multiple services 

such as Facebook, Twitter, Blogspot or the FUPOL opinion map and pulling them 

together into a single location. This also includes the same channel with different 

accounts (e.g. facebook pages). Sources are those from the city itself, but also other 

relevant sources such as citizen initiatives for example.  The postings are displayed 

“single window”, which means postings from various sources are displayed on the 

same screen. The most valuable sources are Blogs, because they typically contain 

more specific political discussion.  
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Figure 16 Social Network Aggregation 

5.4.2 Business Value  

This feature is a prerequisite for “Hot Topic Sensing” and it has a value on its own.  

It saves a lot of time, which is typically required to log into all the different sources 

and read the postings. A multichannel “single window display” enables civil servants, 

politicians but also companies to better grasp the public opinion (even if it has to be 

analysed manually). 

5.4.3 Related Training Material 

T3: Podcast - Social Media  

T9: Podcast Social Network Aggregation and Single Window Display Hot Topic 

Sensing & Topic Summarization  

5.5 Hot Topic Sensing and Topic Summarization  

5.5.1 Description  

Hot Topic Sensing is a web and social network analytics tool that analyses data 

from social networks, newspapers, forums, blogs, etc. and identify relevant topics. 

The purpose of the HTS is to help with the identification of community needs 

through Machine Learning and NLP (Natural Language Processing) algorithms. 

Postings from various social media are analysed and “Hot” topics are extracted-  
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Figure 17 Hot Topic Sensing 

The generation of topics has several main phases  

a) The Corpus Creation, Creation of a corpus of data. (Collection of news articles, 

e-mails, posts, tweets, etc.) 

b) Topic Engine Set-Up, Setting the N numbers of topics that should be tried to 

be identified automatically by the system. 

c) Topic Engine Training once the topic generation has been set-up we can 

trigger the creation of topics. The result of this phase is the generation of N 

words appearance distributions. 

d) Document Labelling, Once the topics are trained we can label a document 

(from the corpus or not), with the most probable topic of the selected corpus. 

e) Topic Engine Update the training, it is possible to update the corpus with new 

documents and re-train the topics. 

 

Topic Summarization: Also a summary of postings is created, which reflects the 

opinions of the postings in brief.  

 

5.5.2 Business Value  

Quick identification of issues, which are not yet on the public-policy agenda. It allows 

a better recognition of citizen needs “Know the electorate”. Moreover the ICT based 

method is much quicker than  manual methods.  

5.5.3 Related Training Material 

T10: Podcast Hot Topic Sensing & Topic Summarization  

5.6 Community Feedback Platform  
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5.6.1 Description  

The Community Feedback Platform is inspired by crowdsourcing platforms and is 

designed to enhance cognitive processes in a similar vein as traditional Idea 

Management Systems (IMS). The purpose of the system is to facilitate the idea 

analysis and selection processes.  

 Create a campaign focused in a desired topic.  

 Start ideation process: communities write ideas comment and vote on them. 

 Selection promising ideas and ranking from different point of views  

 The best promising ideas can be implemented. 

Though similar to a classical IMS, the FUPOL Community Feedback Platform is 

augmented with novel features that extend its functionality beyond what is normally 

associated with an IMS.  

 A view on the collected space of citizens expression from different sources of 

information (blogs, social media, forums) 

 Providing the capability to enrich the space by different means such as 

commenting/voting as a Facilitator. 

 Analytics toolkit (i.e. computing: trends, topics, sentiments) 

 

 

Figure 18 Analytical Process 
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5.6.2 Business Value  

The Community Feedback Platform enhances the capabilities of Social Network 

Aggregation and Single Window Display with additional features such as  

 commenting/voting as a Facilitator 

 Analytics toolkit (i.e. computing: trends, topics, sentiments) 

It means greater productivity and efficiency of staff analysing citizen feedback and 

needs. They are also in a better position to recognize citizen needs through the 

advanced analytical tools.  

5.6.3 Related Training Material´ 

T11: Podcast Community Feedback Platform  

5.7 Visualization of Statistical Data  

5.7.1 Description  

In the described process of policy modelling, the aspect of problem identification 

plays a key-role for the whole policy design process. The need for getting valid 

information about certain topics and policy indicators is essential for setting the 

agenda for a new possible policy. Visualizing these valid and proved data provides a 

more useful instrument to gather information by comparing, associating, correlating 

and identifying various data, data-attributes or indicators. 

In FUPOL various visualizations are investigated to visualize: 

a) Time-series of single or multi-variable data 

b) Geo-located variables and influences on geographical maps 

c) The combination of various visualization types, e.g. for comparing and 

identifying relevant and influencing indicators 

 

FUPOL Value Added Feature:   

The challenges and therewith the main contributions are the automatic identification 

of appropriate variables, namely the main indicators and explanatory influencing 

variables to be visualized for a specific policy challenge. The second contribution is 

the alignment of various data and visualization techniques in a visual-cockpit 
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metaphor to provide solutions for comparing and locating values. For the automatic 

identification of the variables following methods will be implemented in FUPOL:  

a) Fuzzy Cognitive Map for policy indicator recommendation: The FCM contains 

the dependencies between the variables and therefore can be used to select 

variables to be visualized.  

Example housing policies   

Housing Price, effective demand, effective supply, price variations % are 

visualized in correlation because they linked in the 1st degree  

 

Figure 19 FCM Example housing price 

b) Suggest the variables based on the formula how they are calculated 

(example: average income = total income of all groups / number of persons)  

c) Multiple regression: Indicator are chosen based on a preceding multiple 

regression analysis. 

(Multiple regression to be calculated on the core platform)  

Example:  

Causes of urban decay as the main indicator and  

 Lack of jobs 

 High % of absentee landlords 

 Low % of homeowners 

 Poor quality of schools 

 Increased concentration of poor 
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 Increase in drugs, crime 

 Aging housing stock 

 Flight of middle class to suburbs 

 Corruption 

 Aging infrastructure 

 Business flight to suburbs 

Out of the variables those with a high correlation to urban decay are selected to be 

visualized together  

 Lack of jobs 

 Low % of homeowners 

 Poor quality of schools 

 Increase in drugs, crime 

 Aging infrastructure 

d) Expert Model: Recommendation of variables based on the usage behaviour 

(variable choice) of assigned and valid experts.  Variables are suggested 

based on previous user choices. 

This means that the “menu” driven approach is registered and used to 

propose the joint visualization of variables  

e) Manual "Menu driven" approach: Variables are selected manually using a 

“menu”. The menu-approach provides a facetted search technique. 

f) Semantic Analysis (quantitative): 

Statistics for variables appearing together in a text are automatically linked in 

a statistical visualization.  

5.7.2 Business Value  

The various methods support users to select the variables really influencing the main 

indicator used to measure the intended impact of a certain policy. Currently this is 

done manually. Visualization means a cost reduction, because it enables stakeholders 

to evaluate data quicker leading to resource rationalisation, greater productivity and 

efficiency. (Fekete et al., 2008) The combined visualization techniques provide a 

more time-efficient solving of comparative problem identifications. Moreover the 

automatic selection transfers some “implicit” knowledge to the users, which he may 

not have before.  
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5.7.3 Related Training Material 

T12: Statistical Analysis and visualization in FUPOL  

5.8 Visual Social Data Analysis  

5.8.1 Description  

Besides valid and objective data, the investigation of “subjective values” is important 

for identifying problems and gathering information about the “social impact”. The 

method of choice to analyse based on ICT-tools the social impact is Social Network 

Analysis (SNA). SNA enables analysing social networks and identifying opinion 

leaders by measuring and mapping the relationships and flows between people, 

groups, organizations and other connected information or knowledge entities. The 

nodes in the network are the people and groups while the links show relationships or 

flows between the nodes. Their interactive visual representation provides a quick 

comprehension of the relation of topics to influencing actors or topics of general 

interest. Further it provides an explorative approach for navigating through such 

networks and gathering more knowledge about the related topics. Especially the 

identification of opinion leaders is important. An opinion leader is an active media 

user, who interprets the meaning of media messages or content for lower-end media 

users. Typically the opinion leader is held in high esteem by those who accept his or 

her opinions. There are two types of opinion leadership: monomorphic and 

polymorphic (Merton, 1957). Monomorphic refers to a single domain in which the 

person is accepted as a leader. Polymorphic refers to more than one domain. 

Typically opinion leaders have more influence than media, because they are seen as 

experts, trustworthy and non-purposive.  

Social media have strengthened the role of opinion leaders, because they provide a 

cost-effective platform for opinion leaders to communicate.  

In all stages of the policy lifecycle process it is important to know the structure of the 

social network related to a policy issue and identify opinion leaders, follow them and 

eventually also contact them directly. (peer influencing strategy)  
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5.8.2 Business Value 

Decision makers can identify the relevant opinion leaders for a specific topic and 

approach them directly. Further the visual representation provides the exploration of 

related topics, e.g. an opinion leader in one topic influences people in other topics. 

With the visual representation the processes of information acquisition and finding 

relations are more efficient. (Drieger, 2012) 

5.8.3 Related Training Material 

T13: FUPOL Visual Social Data Analysis Tool  

5.9 FUPOL Knowledge Database and Visualization  

5.9.1 Description  

In various steps of the FUPOL process model, the acquisition of information and the 

generation of knowledge play an essential role. The web provides increasing and 

rising knowledge repositories that enables, e.g. to validate hypothesis for experts or 

explores options. The FUPOL Knowledge Database and Visualization uses web-

sources, which are interlinked with formal knowledge descriptions in combination 

with the knowledge provided within FUPOL. Therefore the search and visualization of 

SemaVis will be enhanced by providing multi-database search abilities and 

visualizations, in particular to search and explore existing semantic data-sources by 

an intuitive and interactive graphical user-interface orchestrated by various 

visualization techniques.  

It enables a user to search for knowledge in different external (web) data and 

internal (FUPOL) sources and combines visualizations in visual cockpit metaphor for 

various policy tasks. A user is able to view on web-knowledge to validate for example 

an identified policy problem and gather related implicit information. 
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5.9.2 Business Value 

The visual knowledge database of FUPOL provides a visual search ability for proving 

the given information and compare to the web-knowledge. The visualization 

decreases the time-effort of search and exploration and provides an efficient tool for 

the increasing amount of linked open data. Further the comparison to internal 

knowledge databases (e.g. FUPOL or other cities) enables in a visual manner a 

comprehensible view on relevant topics. It enhances the FUPOL process model with 

open web-data. 

5.9.3 Related Training Material 

T14: FUPOL Visual Knowledge Database Tool  
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5.10 Outgoing Multichannel Social Media Single Window 

Messaging 

5.10.1 Description  

The capability of posting messages to various channels (social media targets) at the 

same time without the need to manually post to each site separately  

 

 

Figure 20 Outgoing multichannel messaging 

The current usage of social media in our pilot cities is pre-dominantly passive 

(information collection and extraction of social media metrics), while the active part 

mostly involves political marketing (i.e. the mayor's blog) or specific support of 

selected campaigns. Anyway, most of these activities require the use of non-

integrated tools and involve much manual labour, resulting in high personal costs or 

reduced usage (most of the time the latter). 

FUPOL will support active social media usage by providing some convenience 

features like multichannel social media reading and writing: 

o Collecting social media content from various sources and showing them in a 

central place, including the application of the same analysis/visualization tools 

on the whole content. 

o Posting messages to various channels (social media targets) at the same time 

without the need to manually use those sites directly. 
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5.10.2 Business Value  

o Less manual labour - reduced costs, faster, less prone to error 

o Content will be stored "forever" - even if it's no longer available on its original 

site 

o One tool for all - metrics, analysis results and visualizations become 

comparable 

5.10.3 Related Training Material 

T16: Podcast Outgoing Multichannel Social Media Single Window Messaging 

5.11 Opinion Maps 

5.11.1 Description  

Many political debates in a city have a reference to some specific spot. People have 

opinions on upcoming construction projects, on the place for a new bus station or 

they just want to tell you that there’s some broken traffic light there. 

 

Figure 21 Georeferenced action 

FUPOL provides a tool for georeferenced interaction: the opinion map. 

Opinion maps are interactive electronic maps that can be integrated into almost any 

internal or external web site. 

So for example the municipality can use the city’s existing blog for starting a political 

debate related to some construction project. The opinion map can be integrated 

seamlessly into their blog and eCitizens are now able to express their opinions by 

interacting with that map. 

Wouldn‘t Why not 

move 

I want a 
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Figure 22 FUPOL Opinion Map 

5.11.2 Business Value 

o opinions are linked to a specific place - better context 

o identify hotspots in your city 

o involvement of citizens in the city's facility maintenance 

5.11.3 Related Training Material 

T17: FUPOL Opinion Maps  

5.12 Simulation and Impact Visualization  

5.12.1 Description 

5.12.1.1 The Modelling and Visualization of Rules 

The MAS models developed by WP2 are based on a set of rules generated using 

internal CPN model validation. These rules specify the behaviour of the agents 

depending on citizen profiles and the boundary conditions. In order to let simulation 

end users easily understand the main rules implemented as agents’ behaviour, it is 

important to present these rules in an easy (understandable) manner. WP2 and WP5 

are working on the visualization of these rules and a draft idea has been already 

agreed. The final visualization will be defined through a cyclic process, in which once 
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the first model will be finished it will be easier to understand what must be visualized 

and how. 

Figure 22 presents a GUI mock-up (with visualization by age selected) which shows 

how the visual navigation through the rules and the rules-settings can be provided. 

In the following paragraph the preliminary insights of the model developed for 

Community Facilities: Area Design domain in Zagreb will be introduced to better 

understand what is presented in this figure and the following ones. 

The objective of the Zagreb Pilot simulation model is to design the facilities to be 

considered in a green park that should facilitate the integration between people with 

autistic disorder and people from the neighbourhood. Activities to perform in the 

park have been defined, and the behaviour rules define which activity a person will 

perform depending on the time frame, the day of the week, their profile (age, 

gender, among other), amount of people in the park performing, and some other 

aspects regarding affinities, dogs, space, etc. For example, a simple rule could be 

male kids between 1 and 2 years use to play in the playground (swinging, sliding 

down the toboggan, etc.). 

Some examples of what can be done with the visualization are:  

 Figure 23 shows when visualization by gender is selected, 

 Figure 24 shows when some age has been selected, 

 Figure 25 shows when some age and gender have been selected, 

 Figure 26 shows another kind of visualization that is difficult to explain without 

the implementation. 
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Figure 23 Mock-up for a Rules Based Visualization 1 – age selected 

 

 

Figure 24 Mock-up for a Rules Based Visualization 1 – gender selected 
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Figure 25 Mock-up for a Rules Based Visualization 1 – age range 3-6 years selected 

 

 

 

Figure 26 Rules Based Visualization 1 – age range 3-6 years and male gender selected 
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Figure 27 Second Mock-up for a Rules Based Visualization 

For the visualization purpose two aspects regarding the rule visualization needs to be 

considered. The first is the adequate visualization of the rules and a useful 

interaction strategy that provides a navigation opportunity through the given rules. 

This also includes what else is linked to each interaction within the rule-based 

visualization. Therefore a linking to the simulator is necessary to allow a comparison 

of the modelled scenarios (through the rules) and their impact on simulation level. 

The second aspect focuses on the overall visual user-interface. The integration and 

visualization of multiple data at the same time next to the rule visualization allows a 

deeper understanding of defined rules. Therefore the visualization is a helpful tool to 

allow an easy understanding of the rules definition that describe (model) an existing 

situation. 

5.12.1.2 The Simulation and Impact Visualization 

The simulation enables a virtual evaluation of policies. Therefore the statistical 

history of indicators is used to generate forecast based on mathematical models, in 

dependency of identified influencing indicators which can be addressed with a policy.  

A simulation tool has the advantage that the impact of a policy can be tested in a de-

facto laboratory environment and evaluated to decide whether a certain change is 

desirable or not. 
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It is important to understand that there is no single “one fits all” 

simulation software package and methodological approach to policy 

simulation. In each policy domain there are several ways how to model a given 

policy. A Monte Carlo method, a cellular automata model, a discrete event or 

continuous-time simulation method could be used. FUPOL currently implements only 

some simulations based on agent based simulation and system dynamics to show 

how simulation can be used in the policy lifecycle. However it should be noted that 

the architecture allows other simulations to be added later on.   

The opportunity to evaluate a policy before it is implemented allows the use in two 

manors: 

- Evaluating an identified solution in the analysis phase to ensure that a planned 

policy will address and solve the problem 

- Simulating in the monitoring phase, after a policy is implemented, to predict 

the function of a policy especially if a complex policy needs a longer reaction 

time 

In the FUPOL policy process the aspect of simulation plays an important role, thus 

this allows to identify predicted impacts on policy indicators or other influencing 

factors. To provide a better comprehension and transparency, simulation end users 

will be enhanced with a visualization of the model specifications (see subsection 

5.12) which will allow them to change both: boundary conditions and parameters. It 

should be noted that FUPOL causal models are formulated as rules with a 

straightforward relationship with urban dynamic concepts. The possibility to check 
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(some outcomes of the calculated simulation are visualized ) the effects of some 

parameters changes with the expected results in a simulation platform, is an efficient 

approach to improve simulation trust between end-users. 

After the computation of the simulation, the visualizations of SemaVis allow a 

detailed analysis to determine the impact of a planned policy. Thereby the 

development of an identified indicator, which might belong to the problem, will be 

observed in dependency of an adjustable influencing indicator. The change of this 

influencing indicator is very theoretical, therefore a practical way of increasing and 

decreasing the concrete policy objective is needed.  For the impact analysis a couple 

of visualizations and FUPOL features can be included: 

- Statistical visualization to analyse the impact based on the quantitative  data 

- Geographical visualization to illustrate the impact on a map, e.g. the urban 

growth 

- Policy Indicator Dashboard to provide a simplified impact overview of the key 

indicators 

- FUPOL Knowledge Database and Visualization  for additional information 

about the simulated situation and the influence on specific indicators 

5.12.2 Business Value 

Decision makers have the advantage to simulate and analyse a planned policy for its 

impact, before a policy is implemented. Hence insufficient policies can be avoided 

and the policy implementation-coasts can be decreased. Additionally decision makers 

can use the simulation and impact analysis as monitoring tool to observe the impact 

of policies with long reaction time. 

5.13 Visual Fuzzy Cognitive Map 

5.13.1 Description  

A fuzzy cognitive map represents a system as a network showing the directed causal 

relations between its elements through arrows. It graphically represents the beliefs 

and perceptions a person holds about a specific question or system and is created 

during interviews. A factor or node in the network stands for a key-factor of the 

system (Groumpos, 2004). The directed links show the causal relations between 
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factors. The relations between the elements can be used to compute the "strength of 

impact" of these elements. 

FCM can be applied in group sessions or in interviews with single persons, depending 

on the requirements. In such session issues which are highly uncertain or to which 

conflicting views exist can be easily detected.  

The “Visual” element of FCM provides a comprehensible view on the underlying topic 

and relations. Therefore graph-based visualization with weighting algorithms for the 

FCM outcomes are used. The comprehensible view on the relations provides more 

transparency.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 28 FCM (Source Wikipedia FCMdrug520.png) 

From the visualization point of view the FCM describes in its major presentation a 

graph, i.e. it can be shown as node-graph visualization. Therefore the used data for 

the definition of the FCM is close to existing graph-based definition formats e.g. 

GraphML. For the final integration into FUPOL the focus lays on the visualization just 

as graph with labels for additional explanations on the node and edges. To allow 

interactivity, a linking between the FCM and the considered model in the background 

and the simulation as analysis tool is useful. Thus, a data mining tool developed in 

WP2 (see D2.5) will post-process the simulation data generated and will generate the 
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right weights of the FCM causal relationships according to each particular scenario 

specified by the end user. The new FCM will be visualized by the end users and they 

will be allowed to check the effects of changing the value-force assigned to the 

different concepts represented in the FCM. 

5.13.2 Business Value  

The major advantage of fuzzy cognitive maps is that they can handle incomplete or 

conflicting information. It is quite suitable to represent political systems and support 

related decisions, because frequently important information may be missing, be 

unreliable or be vague or conflicting;  

Hence FCMs are a suitable tool to support complex policy decisions. They can be 

used to visually show complex relationships to stakeholders and decision-makers.  

5.13.3 Related Training Material 

T18: Fuzzy cognitive maps in the policy lifecycle  
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6 FUPOL Policy Lifecycle and Technology Assignment   

The various FUPOL features and technologies can be used in several subtasks of the 

policy process.  

Data Integration / Storage and Unified Integrated User Interface are technical 

features required for all subtasks of the FUPOL policy lifecycle.  

A few examples illustrate the linkage in figure 29.  

The Policy Indicator Dashboard can be used in the objective construction of a policy 

problem and subsequently to monitor the implementation of the policy.  

The Social Network Aggregation simplifies the subjective construction of a policy 

problem, the subjective validation, the collection of opinions from citizens (analysis 

phase) and discussion / debates in the dialogue phase. Hot Topic Sensing & Topic 

Summarization supports the analysis of text data in the phases mentioned above and 

the summarization of debates.  Ideas and their ranking are generated in the 

community feedback platform during developing options as well as in discussions and 

debates.  

A range of options can be developed with visual Fuzzy Cognitive Maps. The “Visual” 

element of FCM provides a comprehensible view on the underlying topic and 

relations, required for this exercise.  

It is also interesting to analyse the reuse of technologies across all tasks.  

Technology Feature Reuse in # of subtasks 

Data Integration and integrated GUI 16

Knowledge Database and Visualization 5

Visualization of Statistical data 5

 Social Network Aggregation and Single Window Display 4

Visual Social Data Analysis 4

 Hot Topic Sensing & Topic Summarization 3

Opinion Maps 3

Outgoing Multichannel Social Media Single Window

Messaging 3

Community Feedback Platform 2

Simulation and Impact Visualization 2

Policy Indicator Dashboard 2

Visual Fuzzy Cognitive Maps 1
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Figure 29 Policy tasks and technology assignment  
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7 Interdependencies  

This chapter outlines the interdependencies between the features and the work 

packages:  

Technology Feature WP2 WP3 WP4 WP5 WP6

Data Integration and integrated GUI 

Knowledge Database and Visualization 

Visualization of Statistical data 

 Social Network Aggregation and Single Window Display 

Visual Social Data Analysis 

 Hot Topic Sensing & Topic Summarization 

Opinion Maps

Outgoing Multichannel Social Media Single Window

Messaging

Community Feedback Platform 

Simulation and Impact Visualization 

Policy Indicator Dashboard 

Visual Fuzzy Cognitive Maps

 

Most of the features require a close collaboration between WP3 and WP5. Simulation 

and impact visualization is a real cross work-package feature.  
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8 Integrated Project Plan   

The integrated project plan considers the feature as the central item. The partners 

involved in these tasks are not represented for clarity. 

Design  "Pure" research,  design, modeling  

Development Software development and testing 

Piloting with new releases Piloting + development to improve features 

Piloting Piloting without further development

 

 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Technology Feature 

Data Integration and integrated GUI 

Knowledge Database and Visualization 

Visualization of Statistical data 

Social Network Aggregation and Single Window Display 

Visual Social Data Analysis 

Hot Topic Sensing & Topic Summarization 

Opinion Maps

Outgoing Multichannel Social Media Single Window

Messaging

Community Feedback Platform 

Simulation and Impact Visualization 

       Urban economy - Edgeland industrialisation 

        Urban economy 

        Sustainable Tourism 

        Land use (Open Space)

        Segregation 

        Community Facilities

        Housing 

        Participative Budgeting 

Policy Indicator Dashboard 

Visual Fuzzy Cognitive Maps

actual pilot start 

               Pilot evaluations 

                 planned pilot start 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 

  

There are two domains, which have been analysed, but which will not be piloted: 

Housing and participative budgeting.  

Since development is ahead of schedule, piloting will start earlier than originally 

planned.  
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9 Pilot City Usage  

This chapter provides an overview of the feature usage in the pilot cities.   

Technology Feature Barns ley Pegaia (Skopje) Yantai  Zagreb 

Data Integration and integrated GUI 

Knowledge Database and Visualization 

Visualization of Statistical data 

Social Network Aggregation and Single Window Display 

Visual Social Data Analysis 

Hot Topic Sensing & Topic Summarization 

Opinion Maps

Outgoing Multichannel Social Media Single Window

Messaging

Community Feedback Platform 

Simulation and Impact Visualization 

       Urban economy - Edgeland industrialisation 

        Urban economy 

        Sustainable Tourism 

        Land use (Open Space)

        Segregation 

        Community Facilit ies

Policy Indicator Dashboard 

Visual Fuzzy Cognitive Maps

 

The city of Skopje is planned to replace Prato, which had the same focus of policy 

domain focus for the simulation. At the time of the report publication it was not 

formally member of the consortium, that is why Skopje is put in brackets.  

Overall there is a good coverage of the FUPOL features in the pilots.  

 Further details about each pilot are described in Demonstrator planning  
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11 List of Abbreviations 

ABM Agent-based modeling 

AGG Map Server data display technology 

ANN Artificial Neural Networks 

ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange 

BASIC Programming language 

BMP Bitmap image file 

C/C++  Programming language 

CA   Cellular Automata 

CAD Computer-aided design 

CO Carbon monoxide 

CO2 Carbon dioxide 

COM Component Object Model (a binary interface standard for 

softwarecomponentry)  

CSV  File extension: Comma-separated values 

CVS Concurrent Versioning System (version control system software which 

keeps track of all work and all changes in a file) 

dBASE Database management system 

Delphi 

DEVS  Discrete event systems 

DGN CAD file format supported by Bentley Systems Microstation and 

Intergraph’s Interactive Graphics Design System 

DXF Drawing Exhamge Format (CAD data file format) 

ED  Enterprise Dynamics (object-oriented discrete event software) 

EPSON European Observation Network for Territorial Development and 

Cohesion 

ESB Enterprise service bus 

FCM Fusion concept maps 

FIFO  First in, first out (queue discipline) 

FoxPro text-based procedurally oriented programming language and database 

management system 
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FP7 The Seventh Framework Programme for Research and Technological 

Development. This is the EU's main instrument for funding research in 

Europe and it will run from 2007-2013.  

FUPOL Future policy modelling. Research project for developing advanced 

information and communication technology tools to support policy 

design and implementation. FUPOL aims at a completely new approach 

to traditional politics. 

GA Genetic Algorithms 

GeoTiff A public domain metadata standard which allows geo-referencing 

information to be embedded within a TIFF file 

GIF Graphics Interchange Format 

GIS  Geographic Information System 

GML Geography Markup Language (the XML grammar defined by the Open 

Geospatial Consortium (OGC) to express geographical features) 

GP Genetic Programming 

GUI  Graphical user interface 

HC High Hydrocarbon 

HCM  American Highway Capacity Manual 

Hillshade. Software package, commonly known as the Clarke Cellular 

Automata Urban Growth Model or as the Clarke Urban Growth Model. 

GUI User Interface 

HT  High tech industry 

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure 

IS Informal settlements (ghettos, shantytowns, slums, favelas or squatter 

settlements) 

JAR  Java archive file format 

JAVA Programming Language 

JGAP  Genetic Algorithms and Genetic Programming component provided as a 

Java framework.  

JPG/JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group (image file format) 

KML Keyhole Markup Language (an XML notation for expressing geographic 

annotation and visualization) 

LCD Less Developed Countries 
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LIFO  Last in, first out (queue discipline) 

LUCC  Land use and cover change 

MAS  Multi Agent System 

MDB  ESRI Personal GeoDatabase file format 

MrSID Multiresolution seamless image database 

MSM  Microanalytical simulation models 

MySQL Open-Source relational database management system 

NITF National Imagery Transmission Format 

NOx Nitrogen oxide 

ODBC Open database connectivity (standard C programming language 

interface for accessing database management systems 

OGC  Open GIS Consortium 

OGR  Vector graphics file format 

OSM OpenStreetMap (a collaborative project to create a free editable map of 

the world) 

PASCAL Programming language 

PDF Portable Document Format  

PMx Particulate matter 

PNG Portable Network Graphics (a bitmap image file format) 

PostgreSQL Open-source object relational database management system 

Python  Programming language 

RIKS  Research Institute for Knowledge Systems 

RL Reinforcement Learning 

SD Systems dynamic simulation 

SDK  Software Development Kit 

SHP ESRI shapefile (popular geospatial vector data format) 

SIC  Standard Industrial Classification tables 

SLD  Styled Layer Descriptor 

SLEUTH  Slope, Land Use, Exclusion, Urban Extent and Transportation 

SOA Service Oriented Architecture 

SOS Sensor Observation Service 

SQL Special-purpose programming language for managing data in relational 

database management systems 
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SQLite Database management system 

SRID Spatial Reference Identifier (coordinate system identifier) 

SVG  Scalable Vector Graphics 

TESS  Transactional Environmental Support System 

TI  Trade Industry 

TIFF Tagged Image File Format 

TXT  Text file 

UGM  Urban growth model    

VBA  Microsoft Visual Basic® for Applications 

VRM Vendor relationship management 

WFS Web Feature Service (vector format) 

WMS Web Map Service (raster format) 

XML Extensible Markup Language (markup language that defines a set of 

rules for encoding documents) 
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14 List of Training Videos and Material  

Chinese Croatian Greek German 

Subtitles Subtitles Subtitles Subtitles

PODCASTS / SCREENCASTS

T1: Podcast Social Media, Simulation and Urban Politics Overview of the FUPOL concept in urban politics

T2: Podcast eParticipation Introduction to e-Participation 

T3: Podcast Social Media Introduction to social media 

T4: Podcast  Implementation of FUPOL Explains the recommended steps to introduce FUPOL in phases 

T6:  Podcast - Technical Architecture Provides an overview of the technical archictecture 

T7: Economic Simulation Explains economic simulation with an example using "Insight" 

T8: Podcast Policy Dashboard and its use for policy 

monitoring 

Explains the indicators and how the the policy dashboard should be 

used in monitoring policies

T10: FUPOL Hot Topic Sensing & Topic Summarization Explains the concepts, limitiations and usage 

T11_:Podcast Community Feedback Platform  Explains the concepts, limitiations and usage 

T12: Statistical Analysis and visualization in FUPOL 
Explains the indicators and how the visualizations should be used in 

monitoring policies

T13: FUPOL Visual Social Data Analysis Tool 
Explains the indicators in social media analysis and the tool to analyse 

them 

T14: FUPOL Visual Knowledge Database Tool Introduction into the FUPOL knowlegde database 

T15: Podcast  FUPOL user administration User roles and the admninistration within the core platform 

T16: Podcast Outgoing Multichannel Social Media Single 

Window Messaging
Concepts, limitiations and usage 

T17: FUPOL Opinion Maps Concepts, data requirements and usage 

T18: Fuzzy cognitivemaps in the policy lifecycle 
Introduction into FCM and how they could be used in the policy 

lifecycle 

Green = Currently available 

Original 

English 

 


